MONITORING

Hit Your Marks with IMARC
Reaching benchmarks isn’t enough. It is how you reach them that matters.
With IMARC Monitors protecting your interests from Day One, your data
integrity is ensured, compliance requirements enforced and patient safety
protected.

THERAPEUTIC EXPERTISE
• Wound Care
• Cardiovascular
• Peripheral Vascular

Always Watching. Always Thinking.
Always Advancing.

• Neurovascular

Monitoring sites starts with understanding how to manage them. IMARC

• Gastrointestinal

has extensive experience doing both. Are your studies suffering setbacks

• Urological

from slow enrollment or delayed submission of critical data? Do costly
delays or non-compliant sites keep pushing you further away from
approval? There are solutions — and IMARC has them. Whether from the

• Orthopedic

• Urogynecological
• Women’s Health

start, or during an ongoing study, our highly trained monitors are qualified to
take the burden off you and act as site liaisons to help:
□□Manage site compliance and complete source data verification on time
and on budget
□□Assist with handling data queries and ensure sites maintain proper
regulatory and product records

YOUR SITE. OUR EYES.
• Site and Investigator
Assessments

□□Develop systems for submitting accurate data in a timely fashion

• Site Initiation Visits

□□Provide GCP training and mentoring for research coordinators and
investigators

• Periodic Visits

□□Alert site team members to pressing issues

• Closeout Visits

□□Assure protection of human subjects

• FDA Inspections
Preparation

Constantly Monitoring Your Situation
IMARC believes monitoring means having eyes everywhere. Whether it
is communicating with upper management, following through on issues
and maintenance, tracking trends during studies, or creating customized
monitoring tools to boost performance, IMARC stays on top of it for you.

• Remote Monitoring

BUILD... CULTIVATE... THINK.
These three words should serve as the foundation for
your next study. They will with IMARC. Our approach
to monitoring extends beyond just working from

STRATEGICALLY POSITIONED
Monitors can be wherever you

a checklist. IMARC operates from experience and

need them to be – in the U.S. or

eliminates barriers to compliance.

as Consultants at an international
location – to support your study

IMARC Monitors BUILD Confidence,
Trust and Relationships

team.

Creating partnerships powered by open communication
and healthy dynamics is how IMARC helps you navigate

PARTNERS IN

through the complexities of clinical studies toward your

ensuring compliance

goals. We see ourselves as a true extension of your

Consulting

study team and care about the success of your study as
much as you do.
Project
Management

IMARC Monitors CULTIVATE
Compliance, Commitment and
Creativity

Training

COMPLIANCE

Sites monitored from the start by IMARC have never

Monitoring

received a warning letter. The reasons: We work
diligently to identify non-compliance issues early,
proactively problem-solve and implement strategies that

Compliant, wellcontrolled study with
proven data integrity
& faster path to
market.

Site Support

Auditing

Safety Management

prevent recurrence.

IMARC Monitors THINK Strategically, Logically and Effectively
Our monitors not only embrace data verification, they push it “off the chart” during chart reviews by challenging
conventional thinking to verify more than “X=X” and “Y=Y.” IMARC monitors use critical thinking skills to see the bigger
picture to ensure your study data is accurate and has integrity. Extensive training in the FDA’s BIMO process enables us to
identify, report and fix vulnerabilities quickly in clinical studies to keep you thinking and looking ahead.

WE’LL EARN YOUR APPROVAL.

To learn more, contact John E. Lehmann, Director of Business Development at 440.801.1540
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